Viscoelastic shear modulus measurement of thin materials by interferometry at ultrasonic frequencies.
This paper presents a technique for measuring the complex shear modulus of thin slabs of viscoelastic solids based on the measurement of the reflection and transmission of plane shear waves through a sample inserted between two delays lines. Reproducible shear wave transmission through the sample is achieved by inserting bond layers with controlled thickness between the delay lines and the sample and by characterizing beforehand the bond rheology. The frequency dependent complex shear modulus is quantitatively evaluated from the transmission and reflection coefficients using an exact model of interferences within the delay line-bond-sample-bond-delay line sandwich and by selecting the solution among the muliple solutions of the inverse problem from considerations on time of flight and sample thickness. Thanks to its reproducibility and accuracy, this method appears as an original and efficient technique for quantitatively characterizing the high frequency shear modulus of attenuating materials.